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Abstract
Advances in hardware for 3D printing have made personal fabrication more accessible
for many new users. However, the separation of 3D modeling and 3D slicing software
remains a barrier for new users in the design stage. This separation requires users to
repeatedly export their model from their modeling software, to the slicing software
whenever changes are made. 3D slicers are not optimized for repeatedly slicing the same
model when users change settings, or for slicing the same model with small
modifications. For most 3D slicing software, any change requires reslicing the entire
model, adding time to every design iteration. Past work has explored slicing optimization
through information reuse for custom models based on a template model using mesh
intersections. Here, we present an optimized slicing system Slice++, based on integrated
incremental modeling and slicing system. By storing and reusing past computation, we
are able to speed up slicing times for most setting changes. By tracking the location of
user edits in the modeling software, we are able to constrain new computation to the
modified region, and reuse computation from unchanged areas. With a faster integrated
slicing system, we allow users to efficiently view essential print information during the
modeling stage, streamlining the design pipeline.
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1. Introduction
As 3D printing hardware and materials become more affordable for use in personal
fabrication, the number of new users has increased. But in addition to more accessible
hardware, accessible software is also necessary to help new makers design objects for 3D
printing. By providing tools that help non-technical users transfer ideas into working
results, research in this area has the potential to enable a group of innovators several
magnitudes larger than what we see today.

Previous studies have shown that the traditional software workflow is a major barrier for
entry for new users in 3D printing. In “Understanding Newcomers to 3D printing:
Motivations, Workflows, and Barriers of Casual Makers” [1] Chilana et al find that for
many users, the traditional workflow seems overly complex and requires many design
iterations to fix problems that can only be discovered in the slicing or printing stage.
They recommend that tools should guide users to avoid these errors as early in the
process as possible. In “Barriers to Using, Customizing, and Printing 3D Designs on
Thingiverse” [2], Alcock et al. also note difficulties in the traditional workflow for users
downloading and customizing models specifically created for 3D printing.

An inefficient software pipeline can make it more difficult for users to iterate upon their
designs and gain intuition. One inefficiency in the software pipeline is the time it takes
for 3D slicing software to turn the user’s model into machine code. For complex models,
it can take several minutes to obtain a result. Users need to see how the model is sliced so
9

they can see time/material/support information. For new users, after seeing the result,
they often wish to try changing the slicing parameters to find the best settings for their
goals e.g. print time or material usage. However, most 3D slicing software will reslice the
entire model even for small changes, like changing the build plate temperature, which in
reality only requires a single line change in the G-Code file.

In the first part of our system, we address inefficiencies with setting changes by using an
incremental slicing system. Every time a model is sliced, we store computation from each
step of the slicing process. Using knowledge of which steps a given setting change
affects, we can reuse computation from the last slicing for any step which is unaffected
by the setting change. This can drastically lower the time it takes for the slicer to reslice
the same object with different settings. For example, changing the infill density affects
only the infill generation step, even though it would normally require reslicing the entire
model in a traditional slicer. By decreasing the time it takes to reslice an object after
setting changes, we make it easier for users to experiment with different settings to find
the best parameters for their needs.

10

Figure 1. Incremental slicing only recomputes affected steps upon reslicing for
setting changes, allowing us to provide feedback at interactive rates.

Another challenge in making 3D printing more accessible for non-technical users is the
separation of the major steps in the fabrication workflow: the user creates a mesh in 3D
modeling software, and imports the mesh into 3D slicing software, which processes the
mesh into machine code customized for the 3D printer’s properties and settings. This
separation makes it difficult for users to get feedback on how their design choices affect
the object’s fabrication, for example: how long the object will take to print, how much
material is required, and whether there is any invalid geometry that cannot be fabricated.
If any problems are found with the model after importing it to the 3D slicer, the user must
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return to the 3D modeling software, make guesses about to fix these problems, and
re-import their model into the slicer to check whether their changes have resolved their
problems.

In 2D printing, the problem of bridging the gap between design space and fabrication
space in the creation workflow has been solved by integrating knowledge about the 2D
printer with the graphic design program. For instance, by limiting the available color
gamut in the graphical design program to only those colors available on the 2D printer,
designers can be certain that the printed design will not differ from what they designed on
screen (a feature integrated in, e.g., Adobe Photoshop [3]). Thus, this editing style offers
a true ‘what-you-see-is-what-you-get’ (WYSIWYG) for 2D physical design, making it
easy for non-technical users to understand how their design decisions affect the final
printed outcome.

By integrating the slicer into the modeling software, we are able to offer a similar
WYSIWYG interface. Using this integration, we can optimize slicing for faster design
iteration, and display the results in the same interface. In the 3D editor, we can track the
location of user edits, which enables us to limit reslicing in the 3D slicer to modified
regions of the model rather than the entire model. This can significantly decrease the time
needed to slice the object. Like with setting optimization, previously sliced regions of the
object can be saved to avoid redundant computation. Using this incremental slicing, we
can quickly update information about how the user’s object will be 3D printed, for
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example: how the time and material amount are affected by adding a certain feature, or
whether the object is now too large for the build volume.

Figure 2. Incremental slicing tracks changes made to the model and only reslices
modified regions, reusing slices outside of the modified region from the last
computation. This allows for faster slicing times between design iterations compared
to traditional slicing which reslices the object at every iteration.
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2. Related Work
Our work is related to systems which support users with fabrication-oriented design tools,
integrated modeling and fabrication tools, and improved 3D slicing tools.

2.1 Providing Fabrication Information During Design
Past work has explored various methods to support the user by providing
fabrication-oriented information during the design process. RetroFab [4] supports users in
retrofitting existing interfaces by providing a 3D scan on which users can sketch.
SketchChair [5] previews functional aspects, such as if a chair will be able to hold a
person without falling over. Finally, Pteromys [6] illustrates how to support users in the
design of objects under dynamic forces, such as ensuring that airplane design will
actually fly. In our work, we draw from similar techniques to show users where problems
in their design may be, cutting iteration time and building user intuition as in these works.

Existing digital editing environments, such as Blender [7], and SketchUp [8], also
provide some tools for checking a 3D models printability. However, these tools are
constrained to checking generic model features, such as if a model has broken geometry
that might cause problems during slicing (‘not manifold’), and cannot give users
information about how the model will be fabricated on a specific 3D printer. Similarly,
MeshMixer [9] provides tools for converting models into solids for 3D printing but does
not include specific information on the fabrication device. SketchUp provides minimal
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support by providing a MakerBot template that displays the build volume in the view, but
users can model larger with no consequences. Netfabb [10] is a slicer with basic
modeling functionality, however, for more complex changes, Netfabb redirects users to
the original modeling software. These tools still fall short of providing a full
design-to-fabrication workflow.

Figure 3. Blender (a), Solidworks (b), and Netfabb (c) provide tools which give users
some functionality from the other software type. (a) Blender’s [7] mesh analysis tool
shows users a heat map of areas that are overhanging and will require support. (b)
Solidworks’[11] Print3D tool shows users the resolution their model will be printed
at using stripes. (c) Netfabb’s [10] Repair Tool fills in gaps in the user’s model.

2.2 Existing tools for Direct Manipulation and Integrated Feedback
A range of systems have illustrated the benefit of working hands-on on the workpiece
since every interaction results in immediate feedback. Makers’ Marks [12] and What you
sculpt is what you get [13], for instance, allow users to work with clay and later on 3D
scan the hand-sculpted model for beautification. More tightly-coupled systems provide
physical feedback right after every editing step (Interactive Fabrication [14]). While early
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systems, such as CopyCAD [15], were not able to undo functionality, more recent
systems combine additive and subtractive fabrication to accomplish this: D-Coil [16], for
instance, uses a clay extruder and a cutting knife, and ReForm [17] uses a clay extruder
and a mill. However, as with any direct manipulation system, users are limited in the
precision and complexity they can achieve hands-on. We therefore illustrate how to
integrate a fabrication preview into an existing CAD editing environment.

2.3 Improved 3D slicing tools
Support
Print
Initial Time

Overhang

Print Speed

Extrusion Flow

Temperature
Angle
Cura

27s

27s

26s

27s

27s

Slic3r

227s

1s

168s

1s

161s

Repetier

195s

193s

190s

196s

170s

MakerBot

113s

110s

109s

116s

112s

Figure 4. Most current slicers reslice the entire model upon any setting change so
changing any setting makes the system take just as long to reslice as the initial
slicing. Only Slic3r [18] offers some optimization for setting changes.

Most existing slicing software reslices the entire model upon any change to print settings.
Only Slic3r [18] has integrated incremental slicing into their tool, resulting in lower
slicing times upon setting changes or print placement within the build volume. Other
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tools such as Cura [19], Repetier [20], and MakerBot [21] do not perform subsequent
reslicing any faster than the initial slicing.

Past works have explored different methods to decrease slicing time. Ye et al. [22] use a
similar strategy of information reuse to improve efficiency for the contour slicing step of
slicing for custom models based on a template model, in particular for medical usages
which often require customizing a template model for a patient where on average, over
97% of the geometry remains the same. By creating a bijective mapping between
template and custom models, they are able to reuse previous computation for contour
slicing, obtaining up to a 50x speedup.

Figure 5. Ye at al. [22] reuse slicing information from a template model to speed up
slicing of a customized model based on the template. By creating a mapping between
the customized and template model, they are able to transfer results from slicing the
template to the customized version without requiring reslicing for the template.
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3. Walkthrough: Setting Change Optimization
Our slicer is built on top of the open source 3D slicer, gsSlicer [23]. Using gsSlicer, users
may slice their model according to a number of print settings through the command line.
These settings fall under 5 categories: General, Shell, Infill, Supports, and Roof/Floor.

We now walk through one use scenario for Slice++. The user first slices their model
using the default settings. It takes 7421ms to perform the initial slicing for their cup
model. The user identifies a few problems after the models have been sliced, so they
decide to change the print settings to try to fix these problems.

Figure 6. The user wishes to slice this model using different print settings to find the
best settings for their goals. The initial result of the slicing is shown to the right.
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Category

Available settings

Layer Height

Layer Height

Print Temperature

Extrusion Temperature
Build Plate Temperature

Print Speed

Extrude Speed
Travel Speed

Shell

Shell Thickness

Roof/Floor

Roof/Floor Thickness

Infill

Infill Density

Support

Support Overhang Angle

Figure 7. Settings we have made available to the user and the categories they
correspond to.

3.1 General Settings
The user sees the result of the slicing and decides they want more detail for higher
fidelity. To increase the level of detail, they decrease the layer height from 0.3mm to
0.15mm. Because changing the layer height affects all steps of the slicing pipeline, our
slicer does not offer any optimization besides not having to reload the mesh. When the
user presses the slice button, it takes 7980ms to complete compared to 10630ms
unoptimized. Because the user has halved the layer height, the traditional slicing time
increases, but we save time by avoiding reloading the mesh.

To further decrease the print time, with knowledge of the limits of the material they are
using and the machine’s temperature range, the user then decides to change the print and
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travel speed, as well as the extruder temperature and build plate temperature to match the
needs of new materials they are using. These settings only affect a few lines within the
G-Code so our slicer is able to offer high optimization. It takes only 233ms to reslice the
model with these settings changed compared to 10145ms unoptimized.

3.2 Shell Settings
The user wishes to increase the model’s structural stability. They increase the wall
thickness from 2 layers to 3 layers. This takes 7969ms to reslice, only saving a small
amount of time because shell thickness affects almost all steps in the process and
increasing shell thickness increases computation needs in shell related steps. The
unoptimized slicer takes 10979ms to reslice. Ignoring the mesh import time the
unoptimized slicer takes 8379ms to reslice.

3.3 Infill Settings
The user decides they want to use less material so they decrease the infill density to save
material. This takes 4371ms to reslice, with most of the time being devoted to scheduling
infill. Ignoring mesh import time, the unoptimized slicer takes 7088ms to reslice.

3.5 Roof/Floor Settings
The user decides they want the top and bottom of their model to be thicker. They change
the roof and floor thickness of their model from 2 layers to 3 layers. This takes 4784ms to
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reslice, similar to the reslicing time for a change in infill density because roof/floor
setting changes affect infill generation steps. Ignoring mesh import time, the unoptimized
slicer takes 7450ms to reslice.

3.4 Support Settings
The user decreases the support angle as they decide it is not necessary to generate
supports for an overhang of 35 degrees. They change the support overhang angle from 35
degrees to 30 degrees. This takes 1472ms to reslice compared to 6771ms unoptimized.

Figure 8. (Left) The model sliced with all changed settings. Note that decreasing the
overhang angle has resulted in reducing support generation. (Right) The top view of
the model with the top 3 layers removed to show the infill pattern inside as well as
the shell wall thickness..
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Figure 9. Each step of the user’s setting changes takes variable amount of time to
reslice depending on the number of steps that need to be recomputed within
gsSlicer. By skipping steps that remain unchanged, we are able to achieve faster
slicing times than the unoptimized slicer.
22

4. Implementation: Setting Change Optimization
To optimize gsSlicer for setting changes, we follow a general strategy of storing
intermediate computations for each step of the slicing pipeline. If a given step is
unaffected by the user’s setting change, we can reuse this computation, cutting down the
overall slicing time. To check whether a setting has changed, we store the settings of the
last slicing performed. First we will break down the steps gsSlicer takes to slice a model.

Figure 10. gsSlicer’s slicing pipeline can be broken down into 4 major steps. (1)
Importing and reading the mesh file. (2) Generating the contour layers for the
model. (3) Generating the G-Code path and setting the machine settings. (4) Writing
the G-code file.
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4.1 gsSlicer
gsSlicer is an open source C# based slicer [23] which is able to take in .obj files and slice
them to output printable gCode. The slicing process can be broken down into 4 major
steps: 1) conversion of the .obj file to an internal mesh structure 2) plane intersections to
generate layer contours 3) G-code generation using layer contours 4) G-code writing. We
will look only at steps 2 and 3 for optimization since we can always reuse the mesh if
only the settings are changed and G-code writing is unavoidable.

Average
percentage
Read and convert .obj

Average Time
(ms)

40.4%

3448.2

Plane Intersection Layers

4.0%

449.4

Header

0.1%

6.6

Precompute Shells

4.2%

437.2

Precompute Roof/floors

1.4%

204.4

Precompute Supports

6.8%

1174

Compute Infill

1.3%

223.2

Schedule Shell

0.4%

48.8

Schedule Supports

2.1%

224.4

Schedule Infill

27.5%

2541

Write G-code

10.3%

1216.4

Figure 11. Averaged over 5 models scaled to a height of 8cm, the time breakdown of
each step of gsSlicer’s slicing pipeline using the default settings is shown above. The
most time consuming steps are highlighted.
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4.1.1 Plane Intersection
In order to break the mesh down into printable layers, the first step is to intersect the
mesh with planes at each layer height to get the contour of the object. The layer contour
generation step takes in the mesh and layer height and outputs a list of PlanarSliceStack
objects representing the layer contours for each layer, obtained by intersecting the mesh
with a horizontal plane at intervals determined by the layer height. We have modified this
method to create a method FastCompute() which additionally takes in a reference to the
layer contours computed from the last iteration of FastCompute(). The only print setting
that affects the layer contours is the layer height, so in FastCompute(), we check if the
layer height has been changed. If it is the same, we are able to reuse the layer contours
from the previous computation. If it is not the same, we need to recompute.

Figure 12. The plane intersection step checks whether the layer height has been
changed. If it is unchanged we can reuse the results from the plane intersection step
from the last slicing.
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4.1.2 G-Code Generation
G-Code generation takes in the layer contours computed using plane intersection and
returns a G-code data structure which can be later written to a file. The G-code generation
step can be broken down into 2 major steps: precomputation, and scheduling. In the
precomputation step, gsSlicer computes intermediate data structures in parallel. In the
scheduling step, gsSlicer iterates through each of the layers and finalizes the G-code path.
During the precomputation and scheduling steps, a compiler object of type
ThreeAxisPrintCompiler is responsible for taking input such as paths and using them to
create high-level machine commands. Then, an assembler object of type
AssemblerFactoryF takes in these high level commands and turns them into G-code.
The assembler is responsible for maintaining machine state information, such as the
extrusion position and nozzle position.

Before beginning G-code generation we initialize flags representing which parts of the
pipeline are affected by the setting changes we have detected. See Figure 13 for a table
mapping setting changes to the steps they affect.
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Layer
Height

Print
Temp

Shell

Roof/Floor

Infill

Support

Write Header

x

x

x

x

x

x

Slice into Layers

x

Precompute Shell

x

x

Precompute
Roof/Floor

x

x

Precompute
Support

x

x

Schedule Shell

x

x

Compute Infill

x

x

x

x

Schedule Infill

x

x

x

x

Schedule Support

x

x

x
x

x

Figure 13. Analysis of setting changes and the steps they affect in gsSlicer’s slicing
pipeline. Most setting changes affect a limited number of steps. While changing the
layer height requires reslicing the entire object, other setting changes like changing
the print temperature only require changing a single value in the header. Steps
which are unaffected do not require recomputation so represent locations for
optimization.
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4.1.2.1 Precomputation
G-Code header
The G-code generation step begins with the creation of the G-code header. The G-code
header includes a block of comments recording all of the machine settings, and a few
lines setting the print temperature settings for build plate temperature and extruder
temperature, as well as an initial movement based on the travel speed. Because the header
records all settings, the header must be regenerated for any setting change. However, as
seen in Figure 11, header generation takes a negligible amount of time. Notably, the
header is the only location in the final G-code file where print temperature settings are
referenced, and is thus the only step required to be rerun if print temperature settings are
changed.

Precompute Shells
In each of the precompute steps, gsSlicer uses gParallel to perform computations for
each layer in parallel. Shell precomputation must be completed first because support
generation and roof/floor generation rely on the output of the shell precomputation step.
The shell precomputation step outputs a list of polygons for each layer according to the
print settings, such as the wall thickness, nozzle diameter, and path spacing. Similarly to
the plane intersection step, we store the result of shell precomputation to be reused if
settings which affect this step are unchanged. We encompass this check in a flag
initialized before precomputation which notes the relevant changed settings.
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Figure 14. The precomputation pipeline. The final output of each step is stored for
potential reuse.

Precompute Support Areas
In support precomputation, support areas are computed in parallel for each layer. For
each layer, gsSlicer expands the shell area according to the overhang angle and layer
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height to get a larger area representing the maximum difference the layer above it can
have without needing supports. The intersection of this expanded area and the layer
above is subtracted from the layer above to get areas requiring supports. Supports are
generated for this area according to support settings such as support wall thickness. This
support area is also extended downwards to lower layers, subtracting the intersection of
the support area and shells in lower layers from the support area until the support area
completely intersects the shell area. Settings that affect support precomputation are
support settings and also shell settings, since support generation relies on the results of
the shell precomputation step. The output of this step, the list of support areas for each
layer, is stored for reuse in case no relevant settings are changed.

Precompute Roof/Floors
In roof/floor precomputation, roof and floor coverage area is computed in parallel for
each layer. For roof areas, the intersection of the shell for a layer i and the layer above it
layer i+1 is subtracted from the shell of layer i to get the area that needs roof coverage.
Additionally, this area is recorded for layers below layer i according to the roof/floor
thickness setting. Floors are computed similarly but in the opposite direction. The main
setting that affects this step is the roof/floor thickness setting, but because roof/floor
precomputation also relies on the result of shell precomputation, settings that affect the
shell precomputation step also indirectly affect this step. The output of this step is stored
in case no relevant settings are changed.
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4.1.2.2 Scheduling
In the scheduling step gsSlicer initiates a G-code object that plots the path for the printer
to follow using the results of the precomputation steps. Because there are dependencies in
this step—f or example, the G-code needs to track the total material extruded so far—t his
cannot be parallelized and is done by iterating through the layers starting from the bottom
layer to the top. Like in the precomputation step, we store intermediate objects from each
of these steps to be reused in case they do not require recomputation.

Support Scheduling
Support scheduling takes the precomputed support areas for the layer and fills them
according to relevant print settings, including support wall thickness. Settings that affect
this step are support settings, and shell settings, as shell settings affect support area
precomputation.

Shell Scheduling
Shells are scheduled using the precomputed shell polygons. Since a layer may contain
disjoint shell areas, these areas are processed separately. Only shell settings affect this
step.

Infill Scheduling
In this step, the infill area is computed and then the infill pattern is scheduled. The infill
scheduling step is also responsible for filling roof and floor regions. The infill area is
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computed by subtracting the roof and floor areas from the interior area of the shell. The
infill is then scheduled by filling roof and floor areas with a solid fill, and filling infill
areas according to the infill density and other infill settings. The settings that affect this
step are infill related settings, as well as roof and floor settings.

Figure 15. The infill area is computed by subtracting roof and floor area from the
shell interior. Once computed, the infill pattern geometry is created according to
infill settings such as infill step density.
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5. Evaluation: Setting Change Optimization

Figure 16. Optimized slicing times for four models as a percentage of the initial
slicing time.

To evaluate the performance of our optimizations, we timed slicing for 4 different models
with each setting change. A major difference between models is their support and infill
requirements. Some models may require a lot of supports which leads to more time spent
on the support precomputation step and therefore more time saved when changing
non-support related settings. The sphere model has fewer support areas than the elephant
model and therefore is able to save more time when a support setting is modified. Other
models, such as the cube, may spend more time on infill and so require more time for
infill setting changes.
33

Figure 17. We compare the average slicing performance over 4 models for Slice++
with Cura, a traditional slicer which offers no optimization for reslicing upon
setting changes, and Slic3r, which has some optimization.

Here, we compare reslicing times to traditional slicers. We find that Slice++ is able to
outperform traditional slicers like Cura for most setting changes, and yields similar
speedups to Slic3r with some notable exceptions. Slic3r performs worse on roof/floor
changes, seeming to reslice the entire model, and better on infill, indicating a faster infill
step. The amount of speedup available is dependent on which steps the setting change
affects as well as the needs of the particular model. Models with more interior volume
require more time for infill scheduling and so setting changes that leave infill unaffected
offer greater amounts of speedup. Models with more support requirements require more
time for support precomputation , so speedup depends on whether setting changes affect
supports.
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6. Discussion: Setting Change Optimization
Although we have optimized a number of different settings for the open source slicer
gsSlicer, there are a number of settings that remain unoptimized and require further
analysis to separate by step.

Certain settings may require more restructuring of the gsSlicer slicing pipeline to be fully
optimized. For example, nozzle diameter is currently used to compute almost all steps in
the slicing pipeline, but by further splitting steps to create intermediate outputs, we may
be able to avoid recomputing all parts of the gsSlicer pipeline. Another example is roof
and floor thickness. Increasing the floor thickness by 1 layer only affects a single layer of
the infill, but our current implementation recomputes all of the infill.

We also find that shell settings such as wall thickness affect many steps down the
pipeline even though the geometry remains almost the same. For example, if the user
increases the wall thickness from 2 layers to 3 layers, the infill geometry remains mostly
the same and only the intersection of the infill with the new innermost wall needs to be
subtracted from it to obtain the new infill geometry in the precomputation step. Currently
however, we recompute the infill geometry entirely. Similarly for supports, support area
precomputation should not be affected much by a change in wall thickness and we should
be able to avoid most recomputation.
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Figure 18. Breaking down the slicing pipeline’s steps more finely may allow further
optimization. For example, changing floor thickness only affects a few layers of the
computation and should not require recomputing infill for all layers.
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7. Walkthrough: Modeling Optimization
Our incremental slicing addon augments the normal editing process in Blender [7] such
that the model is sliced every time the user completes an edit. In Blender, users edit
meshes in edit mode and exit edit mode when they are done with a set of changes. We
use this as a convenient point to trigger a reslicing of the object. Once the slicing is
complete, the G-code is imported into Blender and visualized on top of the original mesh.

Figure 19. The user creates a cup model and iterates upon its design.

7.1 Initial slicing
The user creates a new model and makes their first edits. When they exit edit mode, the
model slices for the first time, exporting the model without the need for user intervention.
It takes 28908ms total for the slicing to complete and the G-code to be loaded into
Blender. They see that the model will have supports in a number of areas and are able to
view each layer’s path in more detail by selecting a curve for a given layer.
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Figure 20. The user moves a ring of edges outwards to decrease the overhang angle.
The subsequent reslicing only reslices layers in the height range of the affected faces.

Figure 21. The user increases the size of the base and the result is loaded.
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7.2 Reducing supports
The user first decides to try to reduce the amount of supports. Seeing that supports are
generated underneath the bowl of the cup, they increase the thickness of the stem to
decrease the overhang angle. When their edit is completed, the slicing begins again. The
slicer only recomputes the changed region so this takes only 19396ms to complete.

7.3 Making edits to the base
The user decides to make the base smaller. Since the base is only a small percentage of
the height range of the model, it is relatively quick to slice and load the G-code. It takes
only 16560ms to export the model, complete slicing and load the G-code.

7.4 Making an edit that adds supports
The user decides to add a brim to the top of the cup. Because the brim requires supports,
this requires reslicing the entire model to schedule the paths with the supports on lower
layers correctly.
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Figure 22. The user makes an edit that requires supports in lower layers.

Figure 23. For the stem and bottom modification, our optimized system is able to
significantly reduce slicing time. The modification to the top however, requires
supports to be added to all lower layers so we are unable to reduce the slicing time.
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8. Implementation: Modeling Optimization

Figure 24. When the user makes an edit in Blender [7], we export the model as an
obj and call gsSlicer with the height range of the modified region. In gsSlicer, we
reslice only the modified region and generate a partial G-code file for the modified
region. When slicing is complete, we load the G-code in Blender and replace curves
in the modified region.
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Our integrated modeling incremental slicing system is based on the open source modeling
software Blender, and the slicing system gsSlicer. We use Blender’s Python-based addon
system to track modifications made to the model in Blender. When the user exits edit
mode, we export the model and call gsSlicer with the tracked modifications. Finally,
when gsSlicer has finished slicing, we load the G-code into Blender for visualization.

To optimize reslicing upon edits made by the user, we constrain reslicing to the height
range of modifications made by the user in every iteration. We additionally optimize
loading G-code back into Blender by writing a partial G-code file including only G-code
for the modified region. This decreases the time it takes to parse the G-code file.

8.1 Blender: Exporting on Edit Completion
Blender offers application handlers that we can attach listeners to, to be called when the
relevant event is occurs. For our addon, we wish to call the slicer with the modified
height range when the user exits edit mode. To do this, we also need to track all
modifications that occur while the user is in edit mode. For these purposes, we use the
scene update post handler, which is called whenever scene data is modified in Blender.

We create a handler which checks whether there is an active object, and whether that
object is in edit mode. If the object is in edit mode, we need to track the modifications,
which we perform in a method track_modified(). If the object was previously in edit
mode, but has exited edit mode, we call call_slicer() which handles calls to the slicer. If
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the object is not in edit mode and call_slicer() has been called and the G-code has not yet
been loaded, we check for whether the file has finished slicing. If it has we call
import_gcode() which creates curves based on the G-code.

Figure 25. Edit handling state machine.

In track_modified(), we track the height range of any modifications made to the object.
The modified range is initialized to [0,0]. On every edit operation performed, we check
the coordinates of the modified vertices. It is not enough however to only track directly
modified vertices. As demonstrated in Figure 26, we must also track all vertices on the
same face to fully encapsulate changes to the geometry. Once we have identified all
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relevant vertices, we extract their height coordinates. We then find the minimum and
maximum of the height coordinates, and set the new modified range to the minimum and
maximum values. If this is not the first call to the slicer, we pass along the modified
range to indicate to the slicer that only this height range requires reslicing.

Figure 26. To fully encompass the range of all affected geometry given a modified
vertex, we need to include all vertices on the same face as the modified vertex. Even
though only one vertex was moved, transforming the vertex affects its edges so a
complete modified height range needs to include adjacent points, assuming a
triangular mesh.

When the user exits edit mode, call_slicer() is called. In call_slicer() we check if the user
has made any changes, i.e. if modified range has been changed from its initial value. If
changes have been made, we export the active model as an obj and call the slicer through
a subprocess. We pass the name of the exported obj file and the modified range to the
slicer through stdin. We check whether the slicer is ready to slice again by reading from
stdout. When the slicer has been called successfully, we reset the modified range.
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8.2 gsSlicer: Modified range-limited slicing
In gsSlicer we take in the filename and the modified range from stdin. As in the setting
change optimization, we store the output of every step by layer. We follow the general
strategy of reusing computation for each step for unchanged layers, limiting new
computation to layers in the modified range.

8.2.1 Plane Intersection
In the plane intersection stage, we simply modify the plane intersection method to reuse
layer contours generated from the previous iteration of slicing. We reuse slices from the
bottom of the mesh to the bottom of modified range. From the bottom of the modified
range to the top, we compute layer contours as normal. From the top of the modified
range to the top of the top of the mesh. In later stages, data for each layer is stored in a
list by layer number, so we convert the modified height range from the height coordinate
to the associated layer number.

8.2.2 G-code generation
In the G-Code generation stage, we take in the layer numbers associated with the
modified range. In precomputation, we check in parallel whether the layer lies inside the
modified range. If so, we recompute, if not we reuse the last computed data for that layer.
During scheduling, we generate a partial G-Code file that includes only the modified
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region for the purposes of faster G-Code writing in gsSlicer and parsing in Blender. To
generate the partial G-Code file, we first iterate from the layer 0 to the bottom layer of the
modified range, moving the nozzle to the height of the bottom-most modified layer. We
then iterate over the modified region as normal. Because we are only generating a partial
G-Code file, we do not need to iterate over layers above the top-most layer of the
modified region.

8.3 G-Code Visualization in Blender
When slicing has been completed, we load the G-Code into Blender using a G-Code
loader based on a G-Code visualization addon for Blender [24]. This addon first parses
the G-Code to extract points along the path when the machine is extruding material. Then
it uses the points to create curve objects in Blender with a thickness modification to give
them volume.

Curve object creation for this magnitude of points can be time consuming so we
additionally modify this G-Code loader to take in partial G-Code files as output by
gsSlicer from our last step. Instead of recreating all of the curve objects, we keep the old
curve objects and only delete curve objects in the modified range. We label each curve
object with its layer number so we are able to find them by name to delete curves in the
modified region. Because the partial G-Code file is shorter, we need less time for parsing
the file. Creating the new curves now takes time proportional to the percentage of the
model height that was modified.
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Figure 27. (1) The G-Code returned from gsSlicer is converted to groups of points
based on extrusion. (2) Curves are created in Blender using these points. (3) Curves
are grouped by layer height so they can be identified and replaced if the model is
modified in that region.
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9. Evaluation: Modeling Optimization

Figure 28. Integrated modeling and incremental slicing is able to offer significant
speedup for reslicing when the modified height range is small. Some outliers occur
when the modification results in support generation that affects layers outside of the
modified range.

We find that this incremental slicing system is able to dramatically decrease the time it
takes to reslice the model for each design iteration. Depending on the percentage of the
model’s height range that has been modified, we are able to reduce slicing time
proportionally. For smaller edits, we are able to provide lower slicing times. Edits that
generate supports however, may require increased slicing time to add support paths to
lower layers that may be otherwise unmodified.
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10. Discussion: Modeling Optimization
Our current implementation optimizes only by reslicing all layers in the modified height
range, however further optimization could be achieved by limiting reslicing in the other
dimensions as well. Ye et al. achieves this by storing the contour topology [22]. We
could also more finely constrain reslicing along the height range. Currently, if a user
modifies one vertex on the top and one on the bottom, it will reslice the entire model.
This could be easily improved by allowing our gsSlicer optimization to take a list of
modified range pairs such that it can more finely limit reslicing to modified areas.

Another area for optimization is the exporting of the original mesh file and its parsing in
gsSlicer. We have experimented with importing only the modified region of the mesh to
cut down on time needed to export and parse the mesh file and have found that it can be
more efficient for most models if the edited height percentage is 75% or less. However,
gsSlicer treats the bottom of the loaded obj file as the bottom of the model so further
work is required to enable gsSlicer to read partial mesh files.

Another area for optimization is the G-Code generation and writing in gsSlicer and the
G-Code loading in Blender. We are effectively turning the path polygons into G-Code
and then converting the G-Code back into path polygons, so a more efficient pipeline
would avoid the G-Code conversion step altogether and directly. This requires
restructuring gsSlicer to output the extrusion path by layer in the same form that the
G-Code loader uses to create curve objects.
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Figure 29. By intersecting the model with a rectangular prism encompassing the
modified height range and exporting only the intersection, we can decrease export
time in Blender and file read time in gsSlicer.

Figure 30. Intersecting to get the modified region only and exporting this smaller
model is generally faster than exporting the entire model if the height percentage of
the modified region is smaller than 75%.
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11. Conclusion
In this work, we present Slice++, a slicing system based on gsSlicer and Blender
optimized for reslicing after setting changes and small mesh modifications. By offering
optimization for reslicing, we aim to smooth the design pipeline for 3D printed object
creation. Faster slicing decreases iteration time, and may encourage more design
exploration. To optimize for reslicing after setting changes, we break the slicing process
into discrete steps and analyze each setting for the steps it affects. By storing the output
of each step in the slicing process, we are able to reuse past computation for steps that
remain unaffected by any given setting change. This strategy of information reuse allows
us to provide large speedups for most setting changes, making it faster for users to try
different options for printing their object. To optimize for reslicing after model
modifications, we track edits made in the 3D editor and constrain reslicing to only layers
within the modified height range. By reusing unchanged layers, we are able to offer speed
up proportional to the percentage of the height range of modifications made.
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